
edddison Tutorial

How to use a photobook to show 
your 3D presentations
Use the edddison tracking system to present your 
project using a photobook and the edddison tabletop.
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1. Setup

To control your 3D software with tangible objects, you can use 
a photobook in combination with edddison.

An edddison marker is a printed label (like a barcode) that 
is attached on a control object. The markers are read by a 
camera. Adding markers to any tangible object generates a 
control object that can be used in edddison. These real figures 
can be produced with a 3D printer, a laser cutter or by adding 
markers to existing figures (e.g. toys).

By moving these tangible objects on your floor plan, you can 
control objects within the 3D scene.

That‘s how easy it is to control your 3D scene with edddison.

2. edddison tracking system

3D applicationphotobook

floorplan

camera
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3. Floor plans
Floor plans help you to navigate in 
the 3D scene. 
You can export them together with 
the calibration markers directly 
from edddison.

This floorplans will later be printed 
into your photobook.

4. Object marker
Object markers can be linked with 
any object in the 3D scene.

They can be used to control the 
point of view, to show and move 
additional 3D objects within the 
scene or to add pictures and videos 
to your presentation. 

5. Install edddison tracking

To use the edddison for your 
photobook generation you have 
to install the edddison tracking 
software. 
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6. Prepare your project
To use edddison to present your 
project, you first have to prepare 
it in your 3D software and in the 
edddison editor. 
You can find instructions on how 
to do this in the tutorials How to 
design an interactive SketchUp 
walk through or How to design an 
interactive Unity 3D walk through, 
depending on which software you 
wish to use.

First print the floor plans and save 
them as images in jpg format.

To do that click „ created floor plans“ 
and then open the „print preview“. 
Here you can „export“ your floor 
plans as images.

7. Save the plan as image

You can print all the markers used 
in your project directly via the print 
dialogue. 
In the wizard you can decide if you 
want to print Floor plans, Object 
markers or Calibration markers.

You will need the floor plans and 
your generated object markers.
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8. Object markers

Select the object markers you want 
to print. As long as you use the 
same numbers, you can obviously 
also reuse markers from other 
projects. 

Note: The necessary marker size 
depends on the quality of the camera 
you use. The pre-set marker size is 
suitable for a standard webcam, if 
you use a better camera, you can 
probably also make them smaller.

9. Attach markers to tangible 
objects

10.Look for your preferred 
Photobook shop. 

Make sure you attach the markers 
to your figures correctly. The little 
number on the marker has to face 
the same direction as the object.

Look for your preferred photobook 
shop and download their photo 
book software to order directly 
online or go to your neraest store 
and ask for help.
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11. Design your book
Design the book, import plans, that 
you exported before as images.

Choose the biggest photobook you 
can find. (Normally 28x21cm)

12. Lay Flat binding

Important: Order “Hardcover with 
lay flat binding”.

13. Finished!
Now when your book arrives you 
just lay it underneath the tabletop 
kit and start your edddison project.

As always use the before printed 
object markers to navigate on your 
new photobook!


